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Abstract

Hypersurface Photolithography (HP) is a printing method for fabricating structures and patterns 

composed of soft materials bound to solid surfaces and with ~1 micrometer resolution in the x, y, and z 

dimensions. This platform leverages benign, low intensity light to perform photochemical surface reactions 

with spatial and temporal control of irradiation, and, as a result, is particularly useful for patterning delicate 

organic and biological material. In particular, surface-initiated controlled radical polymerizations can be 

leveraged to create arbitrary polymer and block-copolymer brush patterns. Here we will review advances 

in instrumentation architectures that have made these hypersurfaces possible, and the investigations and 

development of surface-based organic chemistry and grafted-from photopolymerizations that have arisen 

through these investigations. Over the course of this discussion, we describe specific applications that have 

benefited from HP. By combining organic chemistry with the instrumentation developed, HP has ushered 

in a new era of surface chemistry that will lead to new fundamental science and previously unimaginable 

technologies. 

Keywords: Polymer brushes; Lithography; 3D Printing; Microarrays; Copolymers 
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Introduction

Polymer brushes1-3 – polymer chains that are tethered to a surface – could be used to fabricate soft-

matter structures possessing nanoscale dimensions and complex topographies and whose functions are 

comparable to complex biological interfaces.4 For example, biologically active polymer brushes found on 

cell surfaces are involved in communication, digestion, pathogen invasion, or immune response. Mimicking 

cell-surface biopolymers can be used to increase the current understanding of the role of membrane-bound 

biopolymers in biological regulation and how the subtleties of their binding and response to stimuli 

contribute to their biological roles. Alternatively, surfaces patterned with polymer brushes could find 

applications as advanced materials, including in optics,5 antifouling surfaces,6 displays,7 electronics,8 and 

cryptography.9  The envisioned advanced materials or synthetic mimics of these complex biological 

interfaces (Figure 1) would be an arrangement of brushes spread across a surface segregated into 

thousands-to-millions of individual areas on the x, y plane of the substrate, which are referred to as pixels. 

In these structures the height and composition of the polymer brushes at each pixel of the surface could be 

individually varied, the diameter or edge length of each pixel across the surface should be <1 micrometer, 

and the height of each polymer brush pixel should be controllable to within <10 nm. One can even envision 

structures of these polymer brush patterns where composition along a chain could be controlled by printing 

block copolymer brushes. We refer to such structures as ‘polymer brush hypersurfaces’ and not ‘3D prints’ 

or ‘3D structures’ because the three cartesian dimensions are not sufficient to define their structure. For 

example, defining any voxel – a unit of volume in a three-dimensional structure10 – in the block copolymer 

hypersurfaces would require at least 4 orthogonal dimensions – (i, ii) x, y position across the surface, (iii) 

height, z, and (iv) chemical composition. Rather than refer to these objects as ‘4D prints’, ‘4D structures’, 

or ‘4D surfaces’, we use the term hypersurface11 because ‘4D printing’ has already been coopted by the 

printing community to refer to objects whose structures change with time,12-13 and to also recognize that 

these polymer brush patterns may necessitate more than 4 variables for a complete description. So any 

method for printing polymer brush hypersurfaces would allow users to control patterning with 

compositional control at the single voxel level of resolution, and such a polymer brush hypersurfaces with 

sub-1 µm3 voxel volume would have potential applications including in biosensors,14-16 stimuli-responsive 

materials,9, 17-18 electronics,19-21 22-23, for tissue engineering,24 or in any field where complex, 

multidimensional polymer brush objects with micrometer or sub-1 µm3 voxel resolution is required. In this 

review, we briefly describe printing techniques and immobilization strategies that have been utilized for 

creating topologically sophisticated synthetic soft matter surfaces, what challenges needed to be addressed 

to construct polymer brush hypersurfaces, and how our group furthered printing technology and surface 

chemistry to build complex polymer brush hypersurfaces. 
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Two major challenges have precluded the fabrication of these multidimensional polymer brush 

hypersurfaces, and, as a direct result, these objects have not been widely adopted by the research and 

industrial communities. The first challenge is inadequate printing instrumentation. A hypersurface printer 

must have the following attributes. It must be able to achieve pixels with ~1 micrometer-scale or sub-

micrometer scale diameters or edge lengths. It must possess a means of controlling height independently at 

each pixel. It must offer a strategy for varying chemical composition at each pixel and along a polymer 

brush. Ideally these printers would also produce patterns that cover a large (>1 cm2) area, do not require 

excessive print times, and are inexpensive. The second challenge, chemistries for growing the polymer 

brushes off the surface, are equally responsible for hindering the development of polymer brush 

hypersurface lithography. The selected chemistries must provide a polymer brush that is anchored to the 

surface, can control height precisely, provide a means to vary composition along a chain, and, importantly, 

must be a reaction that can be spatiotemporally controlled by the hypersurface printer, meaning that the 

printer can independently turn the reaction on or off at each pixel in the surface. Thus, the instrumentational 

and chemical requirements are very difficult to meet in a single printer, and, until Hypersurface 

Photolithography (HP) was first reported,25 no printer had combined all of these capabilities into a single 

platform. 
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Figure 1. (A) Cell surfaces are an example of a biological interface coated with biopolymer brushes, such 

as glycolipids and glycopolymers. (B) Different factors that must be considered in patterning polymer 

brushes include brush composition, feature height, feature diameter, and feature-to-feature spacing. (C) 

Side view of the different types of surfaces and patterns that can be made from brush polymers and brush 

copolymers using hypersurface photolithography. (D) A top-down view of the different types of surfaces 

and patterns that can be made from brush polymers and brush copolymers using hypersurface 

photolithography. 

The most common microlithographic tools, which are those used for creating integrated circuits,26 are 

inadequate for producing soft-material hypersurfaces,27-29 and HP was made possible by building upon 

significant progress in alternative lithographic methods that were specifically developed for the 

micropatterning and nanopatterning of soft materials. Top-down microfabrication tools, such as electron-

beam, ion beam, or extreme UV lithography, whittle away a solid structure using high energy irradiation 

that would denature or even destroy biological and organic materials.29 In addition, even when strategies 

for creating polymer brush hypersurfaces could be devised using these lithographies, the specialized tools 

and facilities needed are prohibitively expensive and would exclude many researchers. Nevertheless, 

polymer brush patterns and even multiplexed polymer brush patterns have been created using conventional 

photolithography.30-35 Generally, these structures are created by taking a substrate with initiators that are 

uniformly coated across the surface, immersing this substrate in a monomer solution, and using light passing 

through the reactions to grow the polymers via photochemical propagation reactions from the surface only 

where irradiation through a photomask is occurring. These reactions, where the polymers propagate from 

surface-bound initiators, are referred to as ‘grafted-from’ polymerizations, and are preferable for making 

hypersurfaces over ‘grafted-to’ reactions, where pre-formed polymers are then deposited onto a surface.3, 

36 For example, if one were to make a hypersurface with 1000 different polymers using a grafting-to 

approach, then one would have to run 1000 reactions in solution, purify the polymers, and then transfer 

them from solution to the surface, which often requires more material and time than can be reasonably 

dedicated to printing a single surface. However, grafted-from reactions can consume minute amounts of 

monomer, can be run in parallel, where different brushes are grown simultaneously at different pixels, 

require minimal post-polymerization purification, and eschew altogether post-polymerization 

immobilization to the substrate. 

The Hawker group, for example, has extensively explored light-mediated atom transfer radical 

polymerization (ATRP) chemistry for grafting polymer brushes from surfaces. Upon activation of a 

photocatalyst by exposure to visible light, monomers propagate from the surface, and the polymerization 

can be halted by simply turning off the light.37-40 With this chemistry, brush polymers were patterned by 
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irradiating through a conventional photomask, where growth is spatially confined to light-exposed areas, 

leaving the unexposed regions with active initiators for subsequent polymer brush growth. This method 

was also used to generate polymer brush gradients by employing a neutral density filter to moderate the 

intensity of light hitting different regions of the surface, which, in turn, spatially moderated the rate of 

polymer brush propagation.41 The same group patterned five different emissive polymers onto the same 

surface, where the dopant incorporation, position of brush growth, and brush thickness are controlled by 

exposing the surface with light through a series of photomasks or utilizing wavelength dependent 

photocatalysts, and these methods were used to fabricate organic light emitting diodes.5 Photochemical 

polymerization on surfaces via photolithography was used by others for discovering new photocatalysts42 

and constructing oxygen tolerant polymerization systems43 by employing surface-initiated ATRP and 

surface-initiated radical addition–fragmentation chain transfer polymerization, respectively. Several 

limitations of using successive photomasks to create multiplexed polymer brush patterns, however, 

continue to preclude the facile fabrication of complex, arbitrary, polymer brush hypersurfaces. These 

include the limitations that each new material that is patterned onto the surface requires its own expensive 

photomask or elaborate photoinitiator schemes; polymer brushes of different lengths are not easily prepared 

with the same photomask; and the need to align each new photomask with the substrate limits resolution 

and, in turn, prevents the printing of block copolymer hypersurfaces, where the length of each block at each 

pixel can be independently controlled. 

Alternatively, soft lithography methods such as microcontact printing (µCP)44-48 and dip-pen 

nanolithography (DPN)49-52 have been used to create grafted-from polymer brush patterns. µCP relies upon 

elastomeric stamps to pattern molecules onto substrates. Stamps for µCP are made by microfabricating a 

mold, also known as a master, of the desired pattern from a silicon wafer and then curing an elastomeric 

polymer in the mold. After peeling the polymer from the master, a liquid ‘ink’, composed of the materials 

that will be delivered to the surface, is deposited directly onto the stamp. The stamp is then pressed onto 

the surface, delivering the ink to the substrate to form patterns. Because µCP does not use destructive, high-

energy irradiation, it is advantageous for patterning many types of soft materials including organic 

molecules,53-55 DNA,56-58 proteins,59-61 lipids,62-63 glycans,64-66 and nanoparticles.67-69 Polymer brush patterns 

can be created by µCP  by using the elastomeric stamp to pattern an initiator onto a surface, and the polymer 

brushes are grown from the surface by immersing the substrate in a monomer solution and propagating the 

polymers thermally.70 Demonstrated applications of the resulting prints include organic LEDs,71 thin-film 

transistors,72,73 integrated circuits,74-75 and microoptical parts,71, 76 or for controlling cell adhesion.77-78 

Alternatively, DPN relies upon an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip that is coated with an ink and 

mounted onto the z-piezo actuator of an AFM. As the tip is repeatedly brought into contact with the surface, 

the ink travels through an aqueous meniscus formed between the tip and the surface to create a pixel 
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composed of the ink deposited from the tip. By moving the tip with respect to the surface, a pattern is 

created with sub-micrometer control of feature diameter and feature-to-feature spacing (pitch).79 DPN has 

been used to pattern small molecules,80 metals81-85 and insulators,86 biopolymers such as DNA,87-88 

proteins,89-92 antibodies,93, peptides,94-96 and nanomaterials.97-99 Polymer brushes have been patterned with 

DPN by using the AFM tips to deposit an initiator onto a surface, and polymers are subsequently propagated 

thermally from the surface by immersing the substrate in an appropriate monomer solution.100-104 104 Zheng 

et al., for example, patterned initiators for ATRP by DPN and subsequently grew polymer brush features 

with sub-1 micrometer diameters and heights of ~35 nm.105 Based on their study, they determined that the 

height and grafting density of the polymer were dependent on the force exerted onto the surface by the tip 

as well as the dwell time of the tip when depositing the initiator. Alternatively, Riedo et. al. developed a 

technique called thermochemical nanolithography, in which an AFM tip is heated to site-specifically induce 

thermochemical reactions on a monomer-coated surface.106 107 Both of these methods, µCP and DPN, are 

relatively low-cost, bottom-up strategies that are non-destructive, which makes them more attractive 

methods for patterning soft materials. Their drawbacks, however, preclude them from being general 

solutions to the challenge of preparing polymer brush hypersurfaces. In µCP, the stamps have a typical 

feature diameter that can only be reduced below ~1 µm with difficulty, and the distance between features 

is limited by capillary adhesion if they are too close together and roof collapse if they are too far apart, 

thereby imposing major constraints on the pattern design.108-109 DPN offers more flexibility in terms of 

pattern design and can create features with diameters <100 nm, but patterning areas are small – typically 

~100 µm2. Finally, no realistic approaches have been developed to create multiplexed patterns with either 

µCP or DPN, where features of different materials can be patterned arbitrarily and with sub-1 micrometer 

control over the registration between features of different compositions.

So both conventional top-down microfabrication and bottom-up soft lithography methods have 

limitations that preclude them from providing general solutions to the polymer brush hypersurface 

challenge. Yet, of these methods, DPN, and, more generally, scanning probe lithographies (SPLs), which 

are nanolithography techniques that involve scanning probes to create patterns, have laid the foundation for 

modern hypersurface printers. Specifically, efforts in the Mirkin group49 devoted to increasing printing area, 

developing new tip architectures and multiplexing strategies, and coupling alternate forms of energetic 

activation, laid the foundation necessary for the evolution of SPL into HP. One of the most important of 

these advances was the development of massively parallel elastomeric tip architectures.49, 110-111 Although 

silicon-based tip architectures with as many as 55,000 tips had been microfabricated,112 these were difficult 

to prepare and hard to use. In 2008, Huo et al. described the first massively-parallel SPL, termed Polymer 

Pen Lithography (PPL),110 a major breakthrough in SPL in which the cantilever-based AFM tips used for 

DPN were replaced with elastomeric pyramids arranged into 2D grids with as many as 107 tips. Upon 
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mounting polymer pen arrays coated with inks onto the piezoelectric actuators of an AFM, patterns were 

made in a similar fashion to DPN, in which ink transits from the tips through an aqueous meniscus and onto 

the substrate. The significance of PPL is that patterns could be made over large (>1 cm2) areas, while still 

maintaining many of the advantages of DPN, including sub-1 micrometer pixel diameters, wide materials 

compatibility, and the ability to create patterns without necessitating a photomask. Since it was first 

reported, PPL has already been used to create patterns of biomolecules, such as DNA,113-114 proteins,115-116 

lipids,117-118 glycans,119-120 small organic molecules110, polymers,121-123 and nanomaterials.124-125 Two 

drawbacks of PPL, however, preclude this method from providing a general solution to the problem of 

printing polymer brush hypersurfaces. These are that each pixel is composed of the same material, and 

every tip in the array produces the same pattern or image, and so a single pattern is repeated thousands of 

times across the surface. To address the former challenge, several strategies for creating multiplexed 

patterns have been attempted. For example, PPL multiplexing was accomplished by using115, 126 inkwells to 

load different inks onto a polymer pen array, but the pattern created by any pen in the PPL array contained 

only a single ink. Other strategies are based on depositing inks onto pads to dip the arrays into116 or 

depositing the inks directly onto114 the arrays via pipetting and spin coating of the inks. These approaches, 

however, place strict limitations on the patterns that can be printed, and the majority of the surface is 

sacrificial. So none of these strategies truly solve the multiplexing challenge in that a very limited number 

of different inks are patterned in the same array, and it is very difficult to create pixels of different inks in 

close proximity. As such, a major unaddressed challenge in SPL remained, namely the inability to create 

multiplexed patterns, where the chemical composition of any pixel in the pattern could be varied arbitrarily.

Figure 2. (A) Single-ink pattern being repeated by each pen across the array. (B) Multiple-ink pattern being 

repeated by each pen across the array. (C) Arbitrary pattern created from a single ink. (D) Arbitrary pattern 

created with multiple inks. 

Creating arbitrary patterns with each tip in the array was successfully solved by coupling advanced 

optics and microfluidics – initially with pen arrays and then eventually by removing them altogether. The 

term ‘arbitrary pattern’ is intended to mean that the image or pattern created by each pen in the array is 

different, leading to a single, coherent image coating the entire patterning area, rather than a smaller, less 
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complex pattern being repeated by each pen across the array. The key advance to creating arbitrary patterns 

by SPL was the development of ‘beam pen arrays’, in which the massively parallel polymer pen arrays are 

coated with an opaque metal, except for an aperture at the tip that allows for the passage of light. So, Beam 

Pen Lithography127 (BPL) is when these arrays are mounted onto an AFM, the arrays are illuminated from 

the backside, and light traveling through the apertures induces a photochemical reaction. BPL has been 

used to investigate several photoinduced organic reactions and grafted-from polymerizations, including 

thiol-ene click reactions,128-129 and controlled-radical polymerizations,130 respectively, or for electronics 

fabrication by using the light that transits through the apertures to expose conventional photoresists.127 

Given that low-dose or low-energy irradiation can be delivered to a surface by BPL, while still achieving 

sub-diffraction feature diameters, it has been used to make nanopatterns of biomolecules, such as glycans130 

or DNA131, as well as small organic molecules128-129 and polymers.130 In the initial demonstrations of BPL, 

all tips produced the same patterns, but this problem was soon resolved by introducing a digital micromirror 

device (DMD) into the optical path between the light source and the tip arrays.19 A DMD is a chip coated 

with hundreds-of-thousands of individually actuatable mirrors that, under the control of a CPU, can either 

direct light onto or away from individual tips in the underlying BPL array. And so a printer that includes a 

DMD and a beam pen array can control the spatiotemporal delivery of light to each individual tip in the 

BPL array to create arbitrary patterns whose minimum pixel diameters are determined by the width of the 

apertures in the metal coatings in the tip arrays. The capabilities of this new printer architecture, involving 

both BPL arrays and a DMD, were demonstrated by fabricating electronics,19 and creating arbitrary patterns 

of small organic molecules,132-135 and DNA.136

PPL, BPL, and other SPLs based on massively parallel tip arrays had addressed many of the challenges 

needed to print polymer brush hypersurfaces – soft-matter compatibility, printing arbitrary patterns over 

large areas, and achieving sub-1 micrometer feature diameters. Two important criteria needed for any 

hypersurface printer, however, remained unsolved. These were the ability to create truly multiplexed 

patterns, where there are no limitations on where each ink can be printed, and a method of controlling the 

height of each pixel in a polymer brush pattern. Here we describe the advances in both chemistry and 

instrumentation that have led to the recent emergence of true hypersurface printers that can make these 

arbitrary, multiplexed hypersurfaces from grafted-from polymer brushes. Finally, we give examples of how 

these printers are being used to address a pressing scientific questions, including creating more accurate 

models of biological interfaces to achieve a more nuanced understanding of biological recognition at 

interfaces or creating stimuli-responsive surfaces for cryptographic applications.

Discussion 
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Even with DMD-equipped BPL, there still remained a need for advances in both chemistry and 

instrumentation before polymer brush hypersurfaces could be realized. The major chemical challenge 

involved increasing the number of bond-forming reactions that could be used to modify solid-surfaces, 

validating accessible characterization methods for confirming bond formation, and increasing reaction 

throughput, so that tens or even hundreds of different reaction conditions could be tested in a reasonable 

timeframe. The latter is particularly important because researchers investigating and optimizing reactions 

in solution typically carry out many reactions before determining ideal conditions, and the low throughput 

of surface reactions – determined by the time for setting up and characterizing a reaction – has slowed 

significantly the development of surface chemistries, such that of the myriad organic reactions known, few 

have been used to alter the chemical composition of surfaces.28 Characterization challenges arise because 

the analytical techniques that are used to characterize the products of reactions carried out in solution, such 

as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy or mass spectrometry (MS), are not easily adapted to 

characterize the composition of functionalized substrates, and, as such, new solutions to the characterization 

challenge must be devised.137 To increase the numbers of reactions that can be used to modify the 

composition of a surface, SPL techniques have been used to immobilize molecules onto surfaces with metal 

catalyzed,138 enzyme catalyzed,139 thermal,106 redox,140 force,141 and light-induced reactions.9, 14-16, 25, 128, 130, 

142-143 Of these, the photochemical reactions are the most promising as light is a particularly easy activation 

source to spatiotemporally localize with appropriate optics. However, to construct hypersurfaces with any 

of these surface chemistries, there are still major challenges that need to be addressed such as reducing 

feature diameter, spatiotemporal control of chemistry in 3D, and construction of block-copolymers. Finally, 

a multiplexing strategy must be devised so that a different polymer brush could be immobilized at each 

pixel on the surface. As such, there was a need to further develop photochemical polymer propagation 

reactions and adapt them for and integrate them with the appropriate instrumentation. Such instrumentation 

did not exist, and what was needed was a new platform that could achieve the targeted feature dimensions, 

introduce different inks, and localize the stimulus that drives the polymer propagation. Herein, we highlight 

our work in advancing both surface chemistry and printing instrumentation, which have resulted in the first 

platform for creating polymer brush and block copolymer brush hypersurfaces. We summarize a selection 

of these reports from our group and, in doing so, show how each was a step towards the larger goal of 

creating the necessary instrumentation and chemistry to prepare polymer brush hypersurfaces with 

structural complexity and functionality comparable to biological interfaces.

Spatially controlled covalent bond formation over 1 cm2 areas

The first challenge that we sought to address was to show that patterns could be created by using massively 

parallel polymer pen arrays to induce spatially localized covalent bond formation. By doing so, we would 
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demonstrate this important proof-of-concept, while simultaneously learning to address the major challenges 

involved with inducing organic reactions on surfaces and characterizing the products of these 

transformations. The difficulty associated with characterizing the products of covalent reactions on surfaces 

arises because the formation of new bonds cannot be determined using the conventional spectroscopic 

methods applied to reactions carried out in solution, such as NMR and MS. In addition, the instrumentation 

that can directly detect the formation of new covalent bonds on surfaces, such as X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) or Raman mapping, are low-throughput, expensive, and not widely available. Thus, 

finding appropriate characterization methods that are accessible and higher throughput are important 

because optimizing organic surface reactions potentially requires hundreds of experiments, and so rapid 

quantitative analysis is essential for having a tractable reaction optimization timeline. An alternative to 

relying upon expensive and rare instrumentation is to design inks that are detectable on common, 

inexpensive, and high-throughput equipment. To this end, we have found redox-active and fluorescent inks 

to be particularly useful because their immobilization can be monitored by broadly accessible 

electrochemical, fluorescent, and AFM methods. 

            

Figure 3. (A) Polymer Pen Lithography uses elastomeric tips to transfer molecules onto a surface via an 

aqueous meniscus. (B) CuI-catalyzed azide-alkyne click chemistry used to immobilize different alkyne-

labeled inks onto an azide functionalized surface. (C) Three inks that were prepared and printed to facilitate 

characterization by fluorescence microscopy or electrochemistry, or to assess binding to fluorescently-

labelled glycan-binding proteins (GBPs). (D) Fluorescence microscopy image of patterned alkyne-labelled 
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mannose after exposure to a solution of fluorescently-labelled ConA, a mannose-specific GBP, which 

confirmed bioactivity. (E) Intensity profile of the white line in (D). 

In this report, we used “click” chemistry to create new bonds between functionalized surfaces and 

molecules within the inks (Figure 3A). The molecules were designed to facilitate characterization, and PPL 

was used to pattern the ink onto the surface. Click reactions144 are biorthogonal surface chemistries that 

generally have high yields, minimal byproducts, and, as a result, are ideal chemistries to pattern organic 

and bioactive molecules and validate the instrumentation as a platform for surface organic chemistry. The 

CuI-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) click reaction was used to induce the formation of a 

new triazole linkage on a surface by reacting alkyne-labeled reagents transferred by the tip onto a surface 

functionalized with terminal azide groups (Figure 3B).119 Two different inks (Figure 3C), alkyne-labelled 

rhodamine and alkyne-labelled ferrocene, were prepared because their immobilization could be detected by 

fluorescence microscopy and cyclic voltammetry (CV), respectively, which are both widely accessible and 

relatively affordable characterization tools. A third ink, α-D-mannose, that can bind to the mannose-specific 

lectin concanavalin A (ConA), was synthesized to confirm that the deposited molecules maintained their 

native biological activity. These molecules were immobilized by coating them onto a polymer pen array in 

a mixture with the Cu-catalyst, a reducing agent, and polyethylene glycol, which is added as an agent to 

facilitate uniform transfer from the tip to the surface by encapsulating all materials and thereby ensuring 

that all materials necessary for the complex reaction to proceed are delivered to the surface in the 

appropriate ratios.123 Arrays of rhodamine-alkyne were successfully transferred to the surface by PPL, and, 

upon washing, patterns with sub-1 µm features over large areas (>1 cm2) were visible by fluorescence 

microscopy (Figure 3D). The surface coverage density was determined by CV of a surface reacted with 

the ferrocene ink. Finally, the ability of the patterned features to maintain biological activity was 

demonstrated by covalently patterning α-D-mannose and exposing the surface to a solution of fluorescently-

labelled ConA. The fluorescent features indicated that the immobilized glycan was indeed recognized by 

ConA, although fluorescence signal was relatively low (Figure 3E). This study established that PPL 

combined with organic chemistry can be used to pattern and covalently immobilize organic molecules onto 

solid interfaces without relying on expensive instrumentation, thereby lowering the barrier to surface-

reaction discovery. To demonstrate the generalizability and ease with which PPL can be used to induce and 

study thermally activated organic transformations on surfaces, fluorescent patterns were prepared by 

delivering aryl phosphine-labelled fluorophores, which reacted with an azide-labelled surface via a 

Staudinger ligation.145 While these reports addressed important challenges for performing organic 

chemistry on surfaces, several requirements for achieving HP remained unaddressed, including the ability 

to multiplex – in the above work, each print explored only a single set of reaction conditions, thereby 
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slowing reaction optimization. Additionally, the reactions demonstrated were not polymerizations, thereby 

limiting patterning to two dimensions.

Spatially controlled photochemical 3D nanolithography

The next challenge we sought to address was using spatially controlled photochemistry to induce 

surface reactions for fabricating polymer brush arrays. To do so, BPL arrays were used to deposit organic 

molecules onto appropriately functionalized surfaces, and the features were subsequently irradiated through 

the beam pen array to photochemically initiate covalent bond formation. Photoinduced thiol-ene click 

reactions146-148 were selected as the first candidates for attempting to form covalent bonds photochemically 

because these reactions results in high yield, bonds form rapidly, and the reaction is biorthogonal.147 BPL 

arrays were used to localize the catalytic irradiation to form the pixels in the resulting pattern (Figure 4A). 

We studied both the thiol-ene click reaction (Figure 4B) between inks functionalized with thiols with an 

alkene-terminated surface, and, alternatively the thiol-acrylate reaction between acrylate-functionalized 

inks with thiol-functionalized surfaces.  We confirmed photochemical bond-formation, and studied reaction 

kinetics by varying the irradiation times for different features in the same print, and, in doing so, made the 

surprising discovery that led to the advent of nanoscale 3D printing. 

In this work, light was focused through beam pen arrays onto small areas of the surface that had already 

been patterned with the reactive inks. Kinetic studies of the reactions between printed dyes (Figure 4C) 

and the complementary surfaces were performed by varying the exposure time of light onto each feature in 

a pattern, and the resulting features were analyzed via fluorescence microscopy (Figure 4D) and AFM. We 

found that the thiol-labeled rhodamine only formed monolayers, whereas the fluorescence and height of the 

acrylate polymer brushes is dependent upon the irradiation time, showing that photoinduced propagation 

proceeded successfully and that the polymer height could be controlled precisely (Figure 4E). 

Subsequently, the glycosylated monomer – α-D-glucose methacrylate –– was polymerized with this 

approach, resulting in glycopolymer arrays, where the height of each glycopolymer pixel could be 

systematically varied. It was found that the glycopolymers could bind fluorescent ConA at concentrations 

several orders of magnitude lower than the monolayer glycan arrays. The higher sensitivity was attributed 

to the ability of the glycopolymers to capture the fluorescent lectin by way of biomimetic multivalent and 

cooperative binding modes. This work was the first report of the growth of grafted-from brush polymers 

with BPL, and showed that different height brushes could be grown at different pixels in a pattern through 

the spatiotemporal control of catalytic irradiation. Importantly, we found that increasing the dimensionality 

of the pattern by moving from 2D monolayer arrays to 3D polymer brush patterns resulted in the 

reproduction of biomimetic recognition that occurs on interfaces, which, in turn, leads to substantially 

stronger glycan-lectin recognition. Despite these advances, several additional capabilities would still need 
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to be demonstrated to create arbitrary hypersurfaces. These include creating patterns with different 

compounds at different pixels, i.e. multiplexed patterning, and creating an arbitrary pattern over the entire 

surface rather than having a small pattern reproduced several times over the print area.

 

Figure 4. (A) Beam Pen Lithography uses elastomeric tips coated in Au to deposit molecules onto the 

surface, then light passing through apertures in the beam pens exposes individual features in thepatter to 

initiate the photopolymerization from initiating groups on the surface. (B) Thiol-ene chemistry used to 

immobilize alkene-labelled inks and thiol-(meth)acrylate chemistry was used to polymerize acrylates from 

the thiol-terminated surface. (C) Two inks were immobilized to be characterized by fluorescence 

microscopy and to assess binding of polymers to GBPs. (D) Fluorescence microscopy image of a surface 

patterned with α-D-glucose methacrylate and incubated in a solution of fluorescently-labelled ConA. (E) 

Intensity profile of the features printed with different exposure times where the inset is a cartoon of the 

brush polymers varying height as exposure times change. 

Liquid Cells for Multiplexed Organic Chemistry

Multiplexed soft-material micropatterning and nanopatterning is an ongoing challenge for SPL and any 

other patterning method. The inability to place different materials at arbitrary locations in the patterns 

renders the printing approaches inadequate for many envisioned applications, including sensors and 

displays, and overcoming this limitation required reimagining printer design. The SPL methods already 

discussed rely upon placing an ink onto a pen or pen array and transferring the ink to the surface via an 

aqueous meniscus. Several attempts have been made to create multiplexed patterns with these tips that do 
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not rely on changing the printer design, and, as a result, the multiplexing capabilities are severely restricted. 

For example, by using the pen array mold as ink wells to dip the pen array into prior to patterning the inks, 

each tip could be loaded with a different ink.115, 149 The restriction, however, is that each tip prints only a 

single ink, and so different inks cannot be placed in close proximity. Alternatively, Fuchs et. al. fabricated 

a multiplexed pattern by placing different inks onto different regions of polymer pen arrays, but they were 

limited to 5 inks in a pattern.114 These examples illustrate that increasing the number of different compounds 

that could be patterned onto a single surface remained a challenge. So without making major modifications 

to the printer design, arbitrary multiplexing – where the chemical composition at any pixel in the surface 

could be arbitrarily controlled – would still not be achievable.

Our first attempt at solving this multiplexing challenge involved modifying the SPL printer architecture 

so that liquids can flow in and out of microfluidic channels that cover the printing area, allowing for ink 

exchange during printing. Photochemical reactions would then be used to immobilize molecules onto a 

surface. This approach represented a fundamental shift in SPL in two ways. The first is that reactions were 

now carried out in solution rather than in air. The second is that the tips were no longer used to deliver and 

pattern ink onto a surface, rather the reactive molecules were distributed throughout the reactive solution 

that coated the surface and the tips were used solely to localize the activation energy that drives the reaction 

forward. With this approach, materials of different compositions can be printed in close proximity in a 

single print by coordinating the spatiotemporal delivery of activation energy with the ink exchange. To do 

so, we designed a flow-through microfluidic device where inks were mixed in the reaction chamber and a 

beam pen array is lowered into a chamber within the microfluidics to localize light onto the surface (Figure 

5A), initiating a grafted-from photochemical polymerization (Figure 5B). To demonstrate the capabilities 

of this architecture, two different fluorescently labeled acrylate inks (Figure 5C) were sequentially pumped 

through the reaction chamber to graft brushes of different composition in close proximity on the same 

surface (Figure 5D, E). The effect of multiple reaction variables on brush height, such as photoinitiatior 

concentration, light intensity, monomer/photoinitiator ratio, reaction time, solvent, and z-piezo extension, 

were explored systematically. Spots of methacrylate polymers functionalized with different fluorophores 

were printed with a separation of only a few micrometers. This work demonstrated our first approach at 4D 

printing, where the four independent dimensions are the x and y position, which are determined by the 

piezoelectric actuator stage, the height of each polymer feature (z), which is regulated by the illumination 

time at each pixel, and the chemical composition, which is controlled by the microfluidics. Despite 

demonstrating the proof-of-concept that SPL and microfluidics could be combined to create multiplexed 

polymer brush microarrays, we only succeeded in printing two different polymer brush pixels with each 

tip. This work, however, was a major step towards the goal of a dedicated HP printer because through this 

experimentation, we identified design flaws, including that light leaking through the transparent polymer 
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pen arrays caused high background polymer growth, that the complexity of the microfluidics made it 

difficult to move the tip arrays with respect to the surface, and that the inks were not well mixed within the 

reaction chamber. 

Figure 5. (A) Multiplexed photochemical polymerization performed with polymer pen arrays in a fluid 

cell. Polymer pen arrays focus light through the tips onto the surface to induce grafted-from thiol-

(meth)acrylate photochemical polymerizations. (B) Grafted-from thiol-(meth)acrylate from a thiol-

terminated surface. (C) Polymers of two inks were grafted-from the surface in a single pattern as a result of 

the ability of the microfluidics to change inks during printing. (D) Fluorescence image of rhodamine (λex = 

522 nm, λem = 572 nm) patterned next to (E) coumarin (λex = 354 nm, λem = 440 nm) on the same surface. 

Capillary Multiplexing and High-Throughput Reaction Kinetics

In building a second generation, microfluidic-enabled SPL printer, we responded to lessons learned during 

the development of the first microfluidic cell by simplifying the fluid delivery to the reactive surface and 

introducing beam pen arrays to reduce off-target polymerization. Several changes were made to the printer 

architecture. The first of which was to swap the polymer pen arrays for beam pen arrays, where the Au 

coating blocks the light from illuminating areas of the surface outside of the pixels, thereby reducing off-

site polymerization (Figure 6A). In addition, the fluid printing cell was removed entirely, and, instead, the 

ink was first flowed through a microfluidic chaotic mixer that efficiently combines the various solutions 

into a homogenous ink, which is then flowed over the substrate, where capillary forces draw the printing 

solution between the tip arrays and the surface. In addition to being far simpler to implement, by removing 

the fluid cell from around the tip array, the movement of the tip arrays were not restricted. 
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Figure 6. (A) Microfluidic mixing in combination with beam pen arrays are used to focus light onto the 

surface to photochemically induce (B) thiol-ene click reactionsbetween different alkene-labelled 

fluorophores and thiol-functionalized surfaces. (C) The three fluorescent dyes functionalized with alkenes 

that were patterned onto the thiol-terminated surfaces. (D) Multiplexed combinatorial patterning of three 

fluorescent dyes onto a single surface. (E) By mixing the inks in different ratios, features of 9 different 

colors were prepared. 

To test the multiplexing capabilities of this printer we synthesized three different alkene-functionalized 

fluorophores (Figure 6C). The inks were immobilized onto a thiol-functionalized surface by UV-light 

triggered photochemical thiol-ene reactions (Figure 6B) between the thiol-terminated surface and the 

alkene-fluorophores in the solution that were sequentially introduced to the printing area. Capitalizing on 

the easy repositioning of the tips by the x,y piezo stage, the light that drives the reaction is easily 

repositioned so different fluorophores can be printed at different pixels. So by sequentially introducing a 

new ink, shining light on a pixel, moving the tip-arrays, and repeating the cycle as needed, multiplexed 

patterns are created by each tip in the beam pen array (Figure 6D) This ability was confirmed by using the 

printer to print patterns with 9 unique colors by each pen by mixing the three different fluorophores in 

different ratios (Figure 6E).

We also showed how this easy mixing of inks and the ability to vary the irradiation time and intensity 

at each pixel could be used to address one of the biggest bottlenecks in surface chemistry, namely the 

inability to rapidly assess how different conditions affect reaction rates and yields. To do so, the effect of 

light intensity and exposure time on fluorescence intensity was studied systematically. A fluorescent ink 
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was patterned into 5 x 5 arrays under continuous solution flow. The patterns were analyzed via fluorescence 

microscopy and the fluorescence for the 25 spots that were each printed under a different condition were 

tested. Because the same pattern is repeated by each tip, statistically significant printing data is produced 

in a single print, which also reduces error arising from batch-to-batch variability. In addition to providing 

a kinetic model for the surface reaction, this also led to a counterintuitive observation: while fluorescence 

increased with increasing irradiation time, as expected, fluorescence, on the other hand, decreased with 

increasing light intensity. The work in this report was crucial toward building a Hypersurface Printer, not 

only for providing a viable strategy towards multiplexing, but also for demonstrating the necessity for 

understanding the complexity of surface chemistry to achieve control over reaction yield. However, 

drawbacks to our multiplexing attempts persisted, such as the fact that each pen repeated the same pattern 

throughout, and we had not yet shown control over both chemical composition and the height 

simultaneously.

Capillary Multiplexed Glycan Microarrays

To demonstrate the practical utility of these printing strategies, we sought to prepare glycan microarrays 

because, of all the common biological binding pairs, glycan-GBP recognition most often occurs at 

interfaces and is sensitively dependent upon surface structure.150-151 Glycan microarrays, composed of 

carbohydrates patterned onto substrates, have become an invaluable tool for investigating the role of 

glycans and glycan binding proteins (GBPs) on cell adherence, motility, and signaling, which have 

important implications for therapeutics and diagnostics.152-154 Despite the progress made in glycan 

microarray technology,155-159 there is still a need to decrease feature sizes to increase probes per surface 

area, demonstrate facile immobilization chemistry that can be used for all glycans, and prepare high-

throughput assays to understand GBP-glycan binding. As a demonstration of the utility of the new capillary-

enabled microfluidic fluid exchange, we prepared a series of glycan microarrays to show how the exquisite 

control over surface chemistry could allow us to explore the subtleties of biological recognition. 

Specifically, we used a further modified version of the photochemical hypersurface printer (Figure 7A) to 

prepare glycan microarrays. The major difference in this printer architecture compared to the one reported 

previously is that the beam pen arrays were removed, which makes printing substantially easier but each 

pixel on the surface had an edge length of ~4 µm. This was acceptable for the particular application because 

there was no need for smaller features, as these features were already a 100-fold reduction in area compared 

to the spots in conventional glycan microarrays. 

To demonstrate the capabilities of this platform, we printed two different types of glycan microarrays: 

first we prepared a multiplexed glycan microarray, where multiple different glycans were immobilized onto 

a single substrate to study GBP specificity (Figure 7B). In a second array, we varied systematically the 
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density of pent-4-enyl-α-D-mannopyranoside (α-Man) to explore the effect of glycan surface density on 

GBP binding. The thiol-ene reaction was chosen because it proceeds photochemically with high yield and 

selectivity, we have shown that it is easily induced with our printer architectures, and alkenes are well 

known as glycan protecting groups and easily incorporated onto the anomeric (C1) carbon of carbohydrates, 

so these glycans were easy to obtain. Thus, we printed five different alkene-labelled glycans (α-mannose, 

α-galactose, β-galactose, β-glucose, α-glucose) onto a chip using thiol-ene photochemistry. To increase the 

throughput of the analysis of binding between GBPs and the printed arrays, we designed a microfluidic 

incubation chip which contained eleven 250 µm wide channels to support a different GBP solution in each 

channel. By placing the incubation chip on top of the printed area, the binding of eleven different GBP 

solutions to the five printed glycans was tested simultaneously. Binding assays were performed with two 

different fluorescently-labeled GBPs, FITC-Con A (fluorescein isothiocyanate-concanavalin A) (Figure 

7C) and rhodamine-RCA120 (rhodamine-labelled ricinus communis agglutinin I) (Figure 7D). These two 

lectins were chosen because Con A is selective toward mannose and glucose, while RCA120 is selective 

toward galactose, and so by choosing these two GBPs we could explore whether natural GPB selectivity 

was maintained in our lectin arrays, and we found that it was. Thus, we showed that the miniaturized glycan 

array in combination with the incubation chip rapidly accelerates the study of glycan interaction, which is 

made possible because of reduced feature sizes.

Figure 7. (A) Printer equipped with a digital micromirror device (DMD) and microfluidic ink control for 

multiplexed patterning. (B) Thiol-ene chemistry was used to pattern different alkene labeled glycans onto 

thiol-functionalized surfaces. (C) Multiplexed glycan arrays fabricated by immobilizing alkene-labeled 

glycans onto to a thiol-functionalized surface. A microfluidic chip with 11 different channels was used to 

assay the binding of two GBPs, ConA and (D) the rhodamine-labelled, galactose-specific GBP (rhodamine-
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labelled ricinus communis agglutinin I) RCA120 at 4 different concentrations of each GBP for high 

through-put analysis of the specificities and binding affinities of the GBPs towards different immobilized 

glycans. 

Glycan-GBP recognition is typically weak in solution and relies upon multivalent and cooperative 

binding modes that occur on the surface to achieve strong and specific binding.160 As such, the 2D structure 

of monolayer glycan microarrays plays a critical in recreating the recognition phenomena as they may occur 

at biological interfaces.151 To this end, we prepared a second multiplexed monolayer glycan array to study 

how the surface density of α-Man would affect ConA binding to the array. This was accomplished by 

printing an array where α-Man was systematically diluted in the printed features with the biologically inert 

alkene, allyl alcohol, which could also be immobilized to the thiol-surface with the same photochemical 

thiol-ene click reaction. The ratio of the two alkenes – the glycan and the inert spacer – was controlled by 

simply varying their relative concentrations in the printing solution. The association between the glycans 

in this microarray and ConA was studied in the microfluidic incubation chip, where solutions with varying 

[ConA] were exposed to the features printed at varying glycan:spacer ratios. Fluorescence microscopy 

images of the resulting array provided data to analyze avidity, Kd, of ConA to the surface glycans for 8 

different ConA concentrations and 11 different ink ratios. We found that Kd increasing with decreasing mole 

fraction (χ) of α-Man, and we observed an abrupt decrease in fluorescence at χ = 0.2. This observation can 

be explained by considering the average spacing between glycans. At χ = 0.2, the glycan spacing is larger 

than the spacing between binding sites on ConA, and the GBP cannot bind to the surface multivalently, 

which is required for the ConA to remain on the surface, thus explaining the abrupt decrease in binding for 

χ ≤ 0.2. In addition to demonstrating the power of these printing tools in the context of glycobiology, this 

work was an important step in the path towards HP. First, we confirmed the ease with which multiplexing 

is accomplished with the ‘capillary-flow’ architecture. Second, the printing architecture used for this work 

removed the pen array altogether from the optical path, which increases the minimum feature edge-length 

to ~4 µm, although it also reduces significantly the complexity of printing. However, in these arrays the 

binding between the glycan microarrays and GBPs remained relatively weak, and so there is still a need in 

glycobiology for methods that recapitulate the 3D architecture of biological interfaces to capture accurately 

the dynamics of glycan recognition.

Arbitrary 3D Polymer Brush Patterns

The next printing challenge we sought to address in our progress towards HP was to show that the 

polymer height could be independently controlled at any pixel across the surface, patterns which we refer 

to as variable height homopolymer patterns. To accomplish this feat, we used the DMD-equipped printer 
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described above (Figure 8A) to study the growth rates of the thiol-(meth)acrylate photopolymerization 

(TAP) (Figure 8B), a reaction that is studied for tissue engineering,161-164 creating hydrogels,164-165 preparing 

glycan microarrays,16, 130 and controlling cell−substrate interactions.162 Thus we reasoned that patterning 

using this polymerization could open many new opportunities in material science and biology, but the 

kinetics of the reaction were poorly understood and this reaction had never been used to create polymer 

brush arrays. To carry out this study, we leveraged the ability of the printer to vary the irradiation time 

independently at each pixel to carry out high throughput kinetic studies, whereby polymers were grown 

with different irradiation times at different pixels on the same surface. The effects the photocatalyst 

concentration, monomer concentration,  and light intensity on feature height and growth rate were studied 

by varying printing time for each set of reaction conditions, and using AFM to determine feature height. 

Several important insights into the polymer kinetics were made as a result of the ability of this method to 

rapidly test >200 different reaction conditions. We found that feature heights increase linearly as exposure 

time and photocatalyst concentrations increase, then the growth plateaus at longer times, in-line with other 

studies on the growth kinetics of photopropagated grafted-from polymer brushes.43, 166-167 One observation 

that was unexpected was that, after a certain light intensity was reached, further increasing light intensity 

decreased growth rate, a phenomena that would not likely have been discovered without the high-

throughput studies enabled by this platform. We were further able to show that propagation could be turned 

on and off by turning the light on and off (Figure 8C), respectively, which is a key feature of reversible-

deactivation radical propagation mechanisms (RDRP).43 This observation is an important validation of this 

approach because, prior to this study, the TAP had not been considered to be an RDRP. Another important 

demonstration achieved in this study was showing how a rigorous understanding of growth kinetics could 

be used to make arbitrary 3D patterns, where the polymer height at each pixel could be independently 

controlled. To do so, a black and white photograph was converted to a set of four binary images that 

correspond to different exposure times during patterning. Upon irradiating the surface with the four 

different images, the 3D polymer brush pattern in the shape of the photographic image was obtained, where 

light intensity in the original image was converted to polymer height in the variable height pattern (Figure 

8D). Thus, we had established that this printing architecture could create arbitrary 3D polymer brush 

patterns with micrometer-scale pixel edge lengths by combining the capillary-based printing architecture 

with advanced polymer chemistry, and the next challenge to be addressed involved creating arbitrary, 

multiplexed, polymer-brush patterns.
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Figure 8. (A) Hypersurface Photolithography printer equipped with microfluidics, an inert printing 

chamber, and a CPU controlled DMD to direct light onto the surface. (B) Surface initiated thiol-acrylate 

photopolymerization. (C) Feature heights vs t were compared from the on/off experiment (red squares) and 

the control experiment (blue squares) where features were exposed with continuous light intensity. (D) An 

image of the City University of New York’s Advanced Science Research Center was patterned onto the 

surface.

Polymer Brush Hypersurface Photolithography

As the next step in printer evolution, we combined the grafted-from photopolymerization driven by 

light from a DMD – which provide precise control over height at each pixel – with capillary-flow 

multiplexing to control the composition of the monomers being propagated at each pixel (Figure 9A). With 

the DMD-enabled printer architecture, we achieved true multiplexed polymer brush and copolymer brush 

hypersurfaces, where the monomer composition can be controlled in each voxel of the structure. To do so, 

we first used the printer to drive surface-initiated atom transfer radical photopolymerization (SI-ATRP, 

Figure 9B). SI-ATRP was chosen because of its broad monomer compatibility3, 32, 168-170 and because it 

performs reliably in a variety of different printing platforms.36-37, 171-176 A drawback of this reaction, 

however, is that O2 and H2O interfere with the propagation, so we designed an inert atmosphere chamber 

that surrounds the fluid cell. The propagation kinetics of SI-ATRP were understood by studying multiple 

different polymerization conditions in a single print to rapidly determine the relationship between 

irradiation time and polymer height. These data were then used to pattern a variable-height polymer brush 

image of the Statue of Liberty by the same method we patterned pictures with the thiol-acrylate 

polymerization (Figure 9C). The successful image construction was confirmed via fluorescence 

microscopy and AFM. 
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Figure 9. (A) Hypersurface Photolithography printer equipped with microfluidics for multiplexing, an inert 

atmosphere printing chamber, and a DMD to direct light onto the surface. (B) Surface initiated atom transfer 

radical photopolymerization. (C) A fluorescent 3D polymer brush image of the Statue of Liberty. (D) A 

painting of Barcelona composed of three different colored fluorescent brush copolymers. (E) A cartoon 

depicts of an array composed of p(tBMA) brush features (green) and p(EGMA) brushes (red) printed at 5, 

10 and 20 min. Block-copolymers were patterned with p(tBMA) and p(EGMA) in middle row at 5, 10 and 

20 min. (F) Average height profiles of p(tBMA) (green), p(EGMA) (red), and block-copolymers (black).

Given the ability of this platform to both grow polymer brushes and change inks, we next set to 

demonstrate multiplexed polymer brush and block copolymer brush hypersurfaces, where, in the former, 

the composition of the polymer brush at any pixel can be varied arbitrarily and, in the latter, the composition 

can be controlled at any pixel and any voxel. In other words, we sought to use this printer to show that we 

could vary composition of the brush grafted at any position on the surface as well as along the chain. To 

create these polymer brush hypersurfaces, three different colored methacrylate monomers were prepared, 

and the propagation kinetics for each was studied independently to determine the relationship between 

irradiation time and brush height. By coordinating the DMD and microfluidics, a reproduction of a painting 

of the Barcelona skyline was printed (Figure 9D), where the color and the brightness/height of each pixel 

was controlled by varying the composition of the monomer flowed into the fluid cell or the irradiation time, 

respectively. The pattern was then imaged using fluorescence microscopy, revealing the successful 

patterning of a polymer brush hypersurface, where the composition and height at each pixel over a large 

surface could be arbitrarily patterned.

Although it would be difficult, this same polymer brush pattern could be prepared using a series of 

photomasks, where each photomask prints a pattern composed of polymer brushes of a specific height and 
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composition. There is, however, no current microfabrication method that can create arbitrary block 

copolymer hypersurfaces, where the composition of blocks and block lengths at each pixel could be 

independently varied. The problem with attempting to make copolymer brush hypersurfaces using a series 

of photomasks is that each photomask would have to be aligned precisely, and as a result of limitations with 

respect to realignment precision, it is extremely difficult to print one microscale feature directly onto 

another. In addition, growing block copolymers requires maintaining the living chain ends, and so masks 

would have to be changed while maintaining an inert atmosphere, which adds additional complications to 

the printing process. Using microfluidics to introduce new inks and the DMD to illuminate the surface 

circumvents the needs for alignment between introducing new inks and an inert atmosphere is easily 

maintained. To change composition along a chain, a new ink is flowed in, and the correct mirror is simply 

turned back on, and the whole process takes place under inert atmosphere to ensure the chain ends remain 

living. To this end, ethylene glycol dimethacylate (EGDMA) and tert-butyl methacrylate (tBMA), were 

printed to form pixels of homopolymer and block copolymer brushes that were analyzed by AFM to 

measure heights and confirm the formation of EGDMA-block-tBMA copolymer brushes (Figure 9E, F). 

With this HP technology fully realized, we sought to demonstrate how the rapid chemical optimization and 

advanced printing capabilities could lead to new devices and chemistries that would be difficult or 

altogether impossible to implement in other printing platforms.

Stimuli Responsive 6D Hypersurfaces

Polymer brush films and polymer brush patterns are increasingly important in many aspects of science 

and technology – including in coatings,177 sensors,178 and responsive surfaces179-182 – and are the subject of 

substantial research in materials science. Two major current challenges in this field include: (1) the 

difficulty in understanding how reaction conditions affect polymer brush growth rates and heights, and (2) 

the inability of printing platforms to independently control the chemical composition of the polymer brush 

in each voxel so that different block copolymers can be created in each voxel with micrometer-scale feature 

dimensions. In this report, we showed the multidimensional printing capability of the hypersurface printer 

to create patterns, where we can control the x, y position, the height, the composition, the response to light, 

and the response to heat in each voxel, which, as a result, we term 6D hypersurfaces. Some of the polymer 

brushes in this pattern contain as many as four different blocks, where the height and chemical composition 

along the chain is controlled precisely. This 6D printing was demonstrated by printing orthogonal images 

within the same pattern – when exposed to light one image is revealed and when exposed to heat a different 

image emerges. The patterns that were prepared for these hidden images to emerge illustrate how our new 

printer makes the fabrication of such patterns almost trivial. 
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Figure 10. (A) Hypersurface Photolithography was used to pattern stimuli responsive surfaces composed 

of (B) pNIPAM and pDMA brushes. (C) The thermoresponsive behavior of pNIPAM and pDMA was 

studied by heating patterns containing both polymer brush in H2O. (D) Structure of the 6D hidden image, 

which was made by multiplexed patterning of pNIPAM, pDMA, and a copolymer of pDMA and pRMA. 

(E) A fluorescent hidden image of a tetrahedral carbon is revealed upon exposure to 530-550 nm light. (F) 

A hidden image of benzene is revealed upon heating the 6D pattern above the pNIPAM LCST in H2O.

With the HP printer (Figure 10A) we first varied propagation conditions, resulting in a comprehensive 

understanding of the grafted-from polymerization of the monomers N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA) and 

N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) when propagated from surface-bound initiators using SI-ATRP (Figure 

10B). These two monomers were chosen because polymer brushes of pNIPAM collapse in water heated 

above the lowest critical solution temperature (LCST) of pNIPAM, while pDMA brushes do not collapse, 

thereby providing a method to conceal a message that is revealed upon pNIPAM collapse. Once the growth 

rates were understood, experiments were performed to quantify the swelling-collapsing transition of the 

pNIPAM brushes in response to changes in temperature to ensure that an appreciable change in height 

would occur and that the temperature-responsive images could be easily observed optically. The collapsing 

coefficient was determined in H2O by measuring the height of pNIPAM and pDMA at 25 °C and at 45 °C 

with an AFM, which were below and above the pNIPAM LCST, respectively (Figure 10C). After 

understanding the kinetics and the collapsing coefficient of pNIPAM, we took advantage of the living 

nature of the SI-ATRP, and the ability to introduce reagents sequentially into the printing chamber with the 

integrated microfluidics by first creating a pattern where pDMA and pNIPAM were grown to the same 

height. Upon heating the pattern in H2O, a change in height was observed only in the pixels patterned with 

pNIPAM, thereby revealing a secret message. Subsequently, we designed 6D hypersurfaces (Figure 10D) 

that revealed different images when heated or when exposed to UV light. While the chain ends remained 
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living, a printing solution of DMA doped with RMA was introduced into the fluid cell to create a short 

copolymer, which would place a fluorescent “hidden message” on top of the height-responsive pattern. 

Under ambient conditions no pattern is seen, whereas upon exposure to UV light a tetrahedral carbon is 

observed (Figure 10E). Alternatively, upon heating the same pattern above the pNIPAM LSCT in H2O, a 

benzene ring is revealed (Figure 10D). With this work we demonstrated the major benefits of HP, in that 

complex and functional polymer brush films can be easily prepared, while reducing substantially research 

efforts and costs. 

Glycopolymer Microarrays with Sub-Femtomolar Avidity for Glycan Binding Proteins 

The glycocalyx is a dense layer of glycans on the surface of all eukaryotic cells that is approximately 

100 nm – 1 µm thick, where glycan-GBP interactions occur.183 To reproduce the binding interactions that 

occur in biology and to detect GBPs at biologically-relevant concentrations, glycan microarrays should 

reflect more accurately the multivalent presentation of glycans in the glycocalyx. Ideally, the approaches 

to create the glycan arrays should enable the facile integration of widely available glycans onto multivalent 

scaffolds. In an effort to create better surfaces for sensors, coatings, and cell growth, we leveraged the 

accelerated reaction discovery enabled by HP to develop an entirely new photoinitiated polymerization, 

that we termed ‘grafted-to/grafted-from radical photopolymerization’ (GTGFRP) (Figure 11B), where 

functional groups are grafted-to a polymer as it grows grafted-from a surface.16 In our previous report, we 

used thiol-functionalized surfaces to initiate the TAP reaction.143 Here, we built upon this reaction but made 

several critical changes, including the addition of pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETT) 

(Figure 11C) as a monomer, which leads to a highly cross-linked polymer that continues to propagate under 

continuous light exposure under  ambient conditions and without metal catalyst. These changes removed 

the necessity of an inert environment, increased substantially the maximum feature height, from <100 nm 

to >20 µm, and provides a means to incorporate functional groups either during or post-polymerization. We 

used this new GTGFRP chemistry for patterning cross-linked polymer brushes. We grew surface 

copolymers containing EGDMA and PETT from thiol-functionalized surfaces (Figure 11D). The kinetics 

of this polymerization experiment were studied by patterning a surface with each spot representing a 

different exposure time. Polymer heights were studied systematically by varying both monomer 

concentrations (Figure 11E), photoinitiator concentrations, light intensity, and exposure time so that the 

height of the cross-linked polymer brushes at each feature could be precisely controlled. 
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Figure 11. (A) Hypersurface Photolithography was used to patterned copolymer brushes from surfaces. (B) 

Grafted-to/grafted-from radical photopolymerization (GTGFRP) from a thiol-terminated surface. (C) 

Constituents of the glycopolymer brush represented in (D) prepared by the GTGFRP reaction. (D) Model 

of the glycopolymer brush formed by the GTGFRP and the chemical bonds that occur. (E) Growth rates of 

the glycopolymer brushes were studied by systematically varying monomer concentration ([EGDMA]) and 

light exposure time, t. An optical image of a 4 x 4 pattern is shown in the inset with a scale bar of 100 µm. 

(F) Relationship between height, h, and irradiation time for glycopolymers composed of EGDMA, PETT. 

Theconcentration of α-Man was varied systematically to understand how it affected growth rate. The inset 

shows the effect varying [Man-5] on NF with polymer brushes with heights of 110 ± 10 nm. (G) Binding 

study performed by varying ConA concentration on surfaces with glycopolymer brushes with varying h. 

The inset is fluorescence microscopy of ConA bound to Man-5 glycopolymers with a scale bar of 100 µm.

Once the kinetic data for the copolymer brush composed of EGDMA and PETT monomers was 

understood, we added a new monomer to the printing solution, α-Man, the same alkene labelled mannose 

used in our previous reports.14-15 This resulted in a GTGFRP reaction in which the glycans are grafted-to 

the thiols of a PETT-EGDMA polymer chain as it grows grafted-from a surface. The resulting glycan 

microarrays, in which both brush height and glycan density were varied, were used to explore systematically 
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the role of glycan grafting density and polymer height on Kd. We observed that as the [α-Man] increased in 

the printing solution, the grafting density of α-Man on the polymer brush would also increase (Figure 11F). 

Subsequently, vertical lines were patterned onto a surface with different growth times and a glycan 

concentration of 500 µM, where feature heights from the polymers varied from 10 nm to 20 µm. The same 

11-channel incubation chip described above was used for high throughput binding assays, where the 

concentrations of fluorescently-labelled ConA was varied from 104 – 10‒4 pM. Analysis of the resulting 

fluorescent images revealed Kd values as low as 0.3 fM, the strongest binding between a mannoside and 

ConA ever observed in a glycan microarray (Figure 11F). We attribute this strong binding to the 

multivalent and cooperative interactions that occur between ConA and the multivalent glycopolymer 

brushes. Thus, in this report we showed how HP could lead to the discovery and optimization of new surface 

chemistry, and then used this combination of advanced printing architectures and surface chemistry to 

create new glycan microarray architecture for the ultrasensitive detections of GBPs, a result that is bond to 

have a substantial impact on the rapidly growing field of glycobiology. 

Conclusions

Here we showed the development of chemistries and instrumentation to pattern molecules onto surfaces 

with control over position, height, and composition, while maintaining micrometer-scale voxels, all 

resulting in the development of HP. This new printing strategy is a versatile method for multidimensional 

printing of soft-matter at the microscale and nanoscale. This could not have been done without advances in 

chemistry and instrumentation, which have both been a major bottleneck that has slowed discovery in 

chemistry and materials science. The ability to easily functionalize surface with such with such precision 

widens the spectrum of applications of patterns grafted-from polymer brushes23, 184-186 to include 

fundamental studies of polymer chemistry,187-189 directing and control of protein adsorption and cell 

adhesion,190-191 chemical sensing,192 analytical devices that use combinatorial microarrays,193 micro- and 

nanofluidic devices,194-195 stimuli responsive materials,17-18 luminescent surfaces,170 and biomimetic 

architectures.196 As we continue developing this printing platform, future work will focus on further 

reducing feature dimensions, automating printing, and increasing the substrate and reaction generality of 

this printing approach.
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